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Abstract. Formal models that allow one to understand side-channel attacks
and are also directly meaningful to practice have been an open question. Mo-
tivated by this challenge, this work proposes a practice oriented framework for
the analysis of cryptographic implementations against such attacks. It is illus-
tratively applied to block ciphers, although it could be used to analyze a larger
class of cryptosystems. The model is based on weak and commonly accepted
hypotheses about side-channels that computations give rise to. It allows us to
quantify the effect of practically relevant leakage functions with a combination
of security and information theoretic metrics. From a practical point of view, the
model suggests a unified evaluation methodology for side-channel attacks. From
a theoretical point of view, it allows discussing the fundamental tradeoffs in
such attacks, namely flexibility vs. efficiency and information vs. computation.

1 Introduction

Traditionally, cryptographic algorithms provide security against an adversary who has
only black box access to cryptographic devices. That is, the only thing the adversary
can do is to query the cryptographic algorithm on inputs of its choice and analyze the
responses, which are always computed according to the correct original secret infor-
mation. However, such a model does not always correspond to the realities of physical
implementations, and actually very rarely does. During the last decade, significant at-
tention has been paid to the physical security evaluation of cryptographic devices. In
particular, it has been demonstrated that actual attackers may be much more powerful
than what can be captured by the black box model.

In this paper, we investigate the security of cryptographic implementations with re-
spect to side-channel attacks, in which adversaries are enhanced with the possibility
to exploit physical leakages such as power consumption or electromagnetic radiation.
A large body of experimental work has been created on the subject, e.g. [1, 2, 4, 6,
10, 11, 14, 18, 21, 24, 25, 32, 37, 39, 41, 45], and although numerous countermeasures are
proposed in the literature, e.g. [3, 9, 16, 17, 20, 30, 38, 43, 48, 49], protecting implementa-
tions against such attacks is usually difficult and expensive. Moreover, most proposals
we are aware of only increase the difficulty of performing the attacks, but do not
fundamentally prevent them [13, 26–28, 31, 35, 36, 46]. As a consequence, their cost vs.
efficiency evaluation is a critical design task for cryptographic designers.
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Perhaps surprisingly (and to the best of our knowledge), there have been only a few
attempts to model such physical attacks properly, and to provably address their secu-
rity. A notable example is the work of Micali and Reyzin who initiated a theoretical
analysis of side-channels, taking the modularity of physically observable computations
into account. It notably defines the notion of physical computer that is basically the
combination of an abstract computer (i.e. a Turing machine) and a leakage function.
The model in [33] is very general, capturing almost any conceivable form of physical
leakage. However, arguably because of the great generality of the assumptions, the
obtained positive results (i.e. leading to useful constructions) are quite restricted in
nature, and it is not clear how they apply to practice. This is especially true for primi-
tives such as modern block ciphers (e.g. the DES or AES Rijndael) for which even the
black box security cannot be proven. Thus, the study of more specialized contexts and
specific scenarios which may lead to practical applications was suggested as an open
question. Motivated by this challenge, we propose to analyze side-channel attacks in
a model of computation that captures the structure and operations of modern block
ciphers. Still, the model is general and can be used to analyze other cryptosystems.

With many respects, our following results can be viewed as a specialization of the
Micali and Reyzin setting with three distinct objectives:

1. To meaningfully restrict the most general assumptions of [33] to reasonable (i.e.
practically relevant) adversaries and leakage functions.

2. To relate the abstract (i.e. Turing machine-based) computation model of [33] to
more intuitive physical notions (e.g. circuits, signals and operations).

3. To quantify the side-channel information leakages with sound criteria.

Otherwise said, we aim to reduce the gap between the previously introduced theoret-
ical notions of physical security and the actual side-channel attacks. So basically, we
would like to trade some theoretical generality for more applicability to various designs.

From a practical point of view, our framework suggests a unified evaluation method-
ology for side-channel attacks in which we measure the effect of practically relevant
leakage functions with a combination of security and information theoretic metrics.
The security metric aims to discriminate different adversaries and corresponds to the
formal notion of side-channel key recovery (defined in the paper). The information
theoretic metric (namely the mutual information) aims to discriminate different imple-
mentations independently of the adversary and its computational power. By combining
both metrics, the model allows answering the important following questions in the in-
vestigation of physical security issues, namely:

1. How to quantify the amount of information provided by a given physical computer?
2. How successfully can an adversary turn this information into a practical attack?

From a theoretical point of view, the introduced model and metrics allow the discussion
of the fundamental tradeoffs in side-channel attacks, namely flexibility vs. efficiency and
information vs. computation. It also provides a sound background for the construction
of primitives with provable security against such adversaries and a more formal under-
standing of the underlying mechanisms in physically observable cryptography.
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The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 recalls certain definitions
introduced in [33] that are necessary for the understanding of our results. Section 3
gives an intuitive description of our target circuit for physically secure applications and
provides details about the class of attacks we want to prevent. It discusses how this
intuitive description can be translated into the model of [33]. Section 4 details the block
cipher to which security against side-channel attacks is to be analyzed. We note that this
target block cipher is described for concreteness, but much of our work is independent
of these details. Section 5 specifies the adversarial context and strategy we consider in
our analysis. Section 6 and 7 respectively introduce the notion of leakage prediction
functions and their classification, the formal definition of a side-channel adversary and
the computational restrictions that we suggest to impose to such adversaries. Section
8 defines the notion of security against side-channel key recovery. Section 9 and 10
describe our evaluation criteria for side-channel attacks and the resulting analysis and
comparison methodology. Section 11 finally summarizes the tradeoffs actual adversaries
have to face in physically observable cryptography, namely flexibility vs. efficiency and
information vs. computation. Our conclusion and list of open problems are in Section
12. In addition, Appendix B discusses the need and relevance of the introduced metrics
with respect to previously introduced solutions.
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2 Background: Micali-Reyzin computational model

In order to enable the analysis of physically observable cryptography, Micali and Reyzin
introduced a model of computation of which we recall certain definitions of interest with
respect to our following results. It is based on five informal axioms [33]:

Axiom 1. Computation and only computation leaks information.

That is, we assume that it is possible to store some secret information securely in a
cryptographic device. No leakages will compromise this secret as long as it is not used
in any computation. As a matter of fact, this implies that probing attacks are out of
the scope of our analysis and we rely on physical protections to prevent them.

Axiom 2. The same computation leaks different information on different computers.

In other words, an algorithm is an abstraction: a set of general instructions whose
physical implementation may vary. As a result, the same elementary operation may
leak different information on different platforms.

Axiom 3. The information leakage depends on the chosen measurement.

The amount of information that is recovered by an adversary during a side-channel
attack depends on the measurement process, that possibly introduces some randomness.

Axiom 4. The information leakage is local.

In other words, the maximum amount of information that may be leaked by a physically
observable device is the same in any execution of the algorithm with the same inputs,
since it relates to the target device’s internal configuration.

Axiom 5. All the information leaked through physical observations can
be efficiently computed from a target device’s internal configuration.

That is, given an algorithm and its physical implementation, the information leakage
is a polynomial time computable function of (1) the computer’s internal configuration
(because of Axiom 4), (2) the chosen measurement (because of Axiom 3), and possibly
(3) some randomness outside anybodys control (also because of Axiom 3).

We note that, from the practical point of view, these axioms may not reflect the entire
physical phenomenons observed. For example, as far as Axiom 1 is concerned, volatile
memories such as RAMs regularly require a small amount of energy to refresh their
values and this could be used to mount a side-channel attack. However, such leakages
are significantly more difficult to exploit than computational leakages. Our expectation
is therefore that these axioms approximates the physical reality to a sufficient degree.

From these axioms, an abstract computer is defined as a collection of special Turing
machines, which invoke each other as subroutines and share a special common mem-
ory. Each member of the collection is denoted as an abstract virtual-memory Turing
machine (abstract VTM or simply VTM for short). One writes α := {α1, α2, ..., αn} to
mean that an abstract computer α consists of abstract VTMs α1, α2, ..., αn. All VTM
inputs and outputs are binary strings always residing in some virtual memory. Abstract
computers and VTMs are not physical devices: they only represent logical computation
and may have many different physical implementations.
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Then, to model the physical leakage of any particular implementation, the notion of
physical VTM is introduced. A physical VTM is a pair (Li, αi), where αi is an abstract
VTM and Li is a leakage function. If α := {α1, α2, ..., αn} is an abstract computer then
ϕi = (Li, αi) represents one physical implementation of αi and ϕ := {ϕ1, ϕ2, ..., ϕn} is
defined as a physical implementation of the abstract computer α. It can also be denoted
as the combination ϕ = (α,L) with L := {L1,L2, . . . ,Ln}.

In these definitions, the relation between an abstract computing machine and a phys-
ical implementation is only determined by the leakage function that is qualitatively
defined as a function of three inputs, L(Cα,M,R):

– The first input is the current internal configuration Cα of an abstract computer α,
which incorporates anything that is in principle measurable.

– The second input M is the setting of the measuring apparatus (in essence, a spec-
ification of what the adversary chooses to measure).

– The third input R is a random string to model the randomness of the measurement
process, e.g. typically, R models the noise that affect the useful leakage signal.

In practice, one can also give a more quantitative view of a leakage function as follows.
Let us imagine that a leaking device contains a secret k-bit value S. That is, S is a part
of the computer’s internal configuration Cα. Before any side-channel information has
been leaked, any adversary would see S distributed according to a uniform distribution:
S

R←− {0, 1}k. By opposition, once a leakage has been obtained, the conditional distri-
bution P[S|L(S)] is not uniform anymore, meaning that all the secrets are not equally
likely anymore. Otherwise said, the effect of a leakage function is to turn a uniform
a-priori probability distribution into a non-uniform conditional probability distribution
for some target secret signal S contained in the computer’s internal configuration.

3 Target circuit

Our target cryptographic implementation is schematized in Figure 1.

It is defined as a combination of signals and operations. First, the set of all signals
in the circuit is denoted as:

Σ := {σ1, σ2, σ3, ..., σs},
where s is the total number of signals in the device. As physical signals are usually
binary coded, we generally have σi ∈ Z2. In certain contexts, it may also be interesting
to consider subsets of signals Θj := {σl, σm, σn, ...} ⊂ Σ. In practice, the signal values
are time-dependent and we have:

Σ(t) := {σ1(t), σ2(t), σ3(t), ..., σs(t)}
Second, the cryptographic device can apply operations to the signals. A number of oper-
ations are actually included in the black box model. For example, if we consider block
ciphers, a black box attacker could perform queries and obtain plaintext/ciphertext
pairs. As a circuit could contain several such operations, we define the set of black box
oracles B as the set of operations that one can query in the black box model:

B := {Ω1, Ω2, Ω3, ..., Ωo}
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Fig. 1. Circuit model including physical threats.

Then, in actual implementations, these oracles are made of several elementary opera-
tions that cannot be queried by the black box attacker (but possibly by the side-channel
one) because they apply to the circuit inner signals. For every oracle Ωi, we have:

Ωi := {ω1
i , ω2

i , ω3
i , ..., ωpi

i }

We mention that we make no hypothesis about the actual form of the elementary oper-
ations ωj

i ’s, although Figure 1 suggests that they represent logic gates. For clarity pur-
poses, we represented our cryptographic implementation as a hardware circuit where
every ωj

i is physically implemented. However, in practice, different operations could
be performed by the same hardware resource. This is typically the case in software-
programmed processors and in this latter context, the ωj

i ’s represent instructions ap-
plied sequentially to the signals rather than physical resources.

Based on these definitions, we can consider different types of physical opponents. For
example, an invasive probing attack gives read/write access to a limited subset of sig-
nals in the device (i.e. the functions R and W in the figure) [4]. A fault attack applies
some probabilistic function F to the signals or operations (it is probabilistic in the
sense that a signal or operation is affected by the fault function with a certain proba-
bility) [7]. Finally, side-channel attacks enhance the opponent with a leakage function
L, e.g. [1, 24, 25]. In the following, we only consider these side-channel opponents.

It is important to observe that such a description can be efficiently translated into
the formalism of [33]. Basically, our oracles Ωi’s can be simulated with abstract com-
puters and the elementary operations ωj

i ’s with VTMs. Also, our signals are simply the
inputs and outputs of the VTMs. In the following, we will denote abstract computers as
cryptographic primitives and physical computers as implementations. Note that in the
cryptographic literature, a cryptographic primitive frequently denotes an idealized no-
tion, e.g. a block cipher and the actual algorithms like the AES Rijndael [15] are rather
considered as cryptographic primitives instantiations. Since in our physical context,
only these practical instances are relevant, we denote them as primitives for short.
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4 Target block cipher

A block cipher transforms a plaintext block P of a fixed bit length nb into a ciphertext
block C of the same length, under the influence of a cipher key K, of bit length nk.
We denote the forward operation of a block cipher as the encryption: C = EK(P ) and
the reverse operation as the decryption: P = DK(C).

In practice, modern block ciphers are usually composed of several identical transforms,
denoted as the encryption (resp. decryption) rounds. If such a product cipher applies
the same round function r times to the cipher state, it is necessary to expand the cipher
key K into different round keys ki. This is done by means of a key round. The round
and key round functions are respectively denoted as:

pi+1 = R(pi, ki),
kj+1 = KR(kj),

where the pi’s represent the cipher state, with p0 = P , pr+1 = C and k0 = K.

Finally, we model our round and key round functions as made of 3 different opera-
tions: a non-linear substitution layer, a linear diffusion layer and a bitwise XOR layer.
Those are usual components of present block ciphers, e.g. the AES Rijndael.

More specifically, the substitution layer S consists of the parallel application of substi-
tution boxes s to the b-bit blocks of the state:

S : (Z2b)
nb
b → (Z2b)

nb
b : x → y = S(x) ⇔ yi = s

(
xi

)
, 0 ≤ i ≤ nb

b
− 1,

where xi is the ith b-bit block of the state vector x. The small S-boxes s are assumed
to have good non-linearity, differential profile, non-linear order etc.

The linear diffusion layer D applies to the whole state and is assumed to have good
diffusion properties (e.g. avalanche effect, high branch number, etc.):

D : Z2nb → Z2nb : x → y = D(x)

Finally, the bitwise XOR layer ⊕ is denoted as:

⊕ : Znb
2 × Znb

2 → Znb
2 : x, y → z ⇔ z(i) = x(i)⊕ y(i), 0 ≤ i ≤ nb − 1

where x(i) is the ith bit of the state vector x. For example, a 3-round block cipher, is
represented in Figure 2. With respect to the model of Section 3, the complete block
cipher is an oracle EK and a possible division in elementary operations would be
EK := {R1,R2, R3,KR1, KR2, KR3}. Another division (with smaller operations) is
EK := {⊕1, ...,⊕4, SA, ..., SF, D1, ..., D6}. As already mentioned, the choice of elemen-
tary operations is let open in our model and they can be as small as logic gates.
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Fig. 2. A 3-round block cipher

5 Adversarial context and strategy

Before any formal security evaluation of a cryptographic primitive, it is important to
clearly determine the adversarial context investigated. Similarly to black box attacks,
side-channel attacks can consider the following adversaries:

1. non-adaptive, known plaintext side-channel adversaries (na-kp-sca),
2. non-adaptive, known ciphertext side-channel adversaries (na-kc-sca),
3. non-adaptive, chosen plaintext side-channel adversaries (na-cp-sca),
4. non-adaptive, chosen ciphertext side-channel adversaries (na-cc-sca),
5. adaptive chosen plaintext side-channel adversaries (a-cp-sca),
6. adaptive chosen ciphertext side-channel adversaries (a-cc-sca).

Importantly, a non-adaptive adversary is the one that can query its target crypto-
graphic implementation (e.g. the block cipher of Figure 2) with an arbitrary number of
plaintexts q and obtain the corresponding physical observations, but cannot choose its
queries in function of the previously obtained observations. As a matter of fact, most
of the presently investigated side-channel attacks are non-adaptive, e.g. the Differential
Power Analysis (DPA for short) [25].

In addition to the adversarial context, we will consider the following adversarial strate-
gies: “given some physical observations and a resulting classification of key candidates,
select the h best classified key(s)1”. That is, we have to chose between a hard decision
(select only one key) or a soft decision (select a weighted list of h key candidates).

As will be detailed in Section 8, this adversarial strategy corresponds to the more
formal notion of a key recovery attack. In the following of the paper, we aim to analyze
the security of cryptographic implementations against side-channel key recovery.

1 In the following of the paper, we will frequently refer to the secret signals in an imple-
mentation as the secret keys, or keys for short. However, any part of a computer’s internal
configuration could be the target of a side-channel attack.
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6 Leakages predictions

In practice, most actual side-channel attacks perform in three steps:

1. According to some approximation of the leakage function, an adversary predicts (a
part/function of) the key dependent leakages emanated from a target device.

2. It then measures the actual leakages from the target physical implementation.
3. It finally compares the actual leakages with the key dependent predictions. If the

attack is successful, it is expected that the correct key candidate gives rise to the
best leakage prediction which can be detected with a side-channel distinguisher.

In order to include these practical adversaries in our framework, it is therefore im-
portant to distinguish between the leakages, modelled by Micali and Reyzin as the
measured side-channels of an actual device (i.e. a physical object) from their predic-
tions with some approximation of the leakage function (i.e. a mathematical object). In
the following, we will consequently use the leakage function L to describe the actual
observations of a physical implementation and the prediction function P to describe
the adversary’s key dependent estimations. In this section, we first introduce univariate
and multivariate leakage predictions. Then, we present a division of these predictions
into three different categories (or adversarial contexts), namely non profiled, device
profiled and key profiled leakage predictions. Finally, we formally define a side-channel
adversary as the combination of a prediction function P and a distinguisher C.

6.1 Univariate leakage predictions

Historically, the first side-channel attacks like the DPA were typically based on simple
models, e.g. assuming some dependency between the Hamming weight of a value S
computed in a physical device and its actual leakages. Such a context is illustratively
depicted in the upper part of Figure 3. The figure shows a leakage trace correspond-
ing to the serial execution of the block cipher’s different operations: ⊕, S, D. In an
univariate model, the adversary selects a number of points of interest (crossed) in the
curve and tries to recover some information about the target secret signal from each of
these points independently. It is interesting to observe that univariate predictions are
frequently derived from the theoretical understanding of the target devices. For exam-
ple, assuming power consumption dependencies related to the charge and discharge of
certain capacitances in CMOS devices can explain Hamming weight data dependencies
[40]. By opposition, multivariate models are best exploited with a statistical analysis
of the target devices (that can possibly be combined with a-priori knowledge).

6.2 Multivariate leakage predictions

Multivariate leakage predictions correspond to more powerful attacks generally denoted
as template attacks [10] and are illustrated in the lower part of Figure 3. The figure
shows a leakage trace corresponding to the parallel (i.e. pipeline) execution of the block
cipher’s different operations. Because of the pipelined structure, different plaintexts
are encrypted concurrently. As a matter of fact, a serious limitation of the univariate
approach is that it neglects the dependencies between different leakage values and
arbitrarily (or heuristically) selects the points of interest in the curve. The idea of
multivariate predictions is to take these dependencies into account and build a leakage
model that captures the correlations between different time instants.
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For example, in Figure 3, one could use the 15 crosses in the pipeline implementation
trace to characterize a target secret signal2. It is important to observe that exploiting
multivariate predictions generally require a strong adversarial context. Indeed, since the
leakage dependencies are particularly difficult to capture theoretically, they are usually
exploited via a statistically estimated model which may be a limitation for practical
adversaries. However, one can also take advantage of multivariate statistics without
such statistical profiling, e.g. in the context of higher-order side-channel attacks [31,
50]. Note finally that, similarly to template attacks, stochastic models can be used for
the construction of multivariate leakage predictions [41].

6.3 Categories of leakage predictions

The previous examples illustrate that univariate and multivariate leakage predictions
can be seen as different approaches to take advantage of the same physical reality.
Both generally try to extract some secret information from data-dependent physical
observations. From an adversarial point of view, it is therefore important to include
their specificity in the adversary definition. In particular, we distinguish:

1. Non profiling adversaries: do not require any statistical evaluation of the target
device. They typically use simple univariate leakage predictions.

2. Unsupervised profiling adversaries: increase the quality of their leakage predictions
due to some statistical evaluation of the target device’s physical features, but the
profiling step does not use secret key information.

3. Supervised profiling adversaries: additionally use secret key information during the
profiling of the leakage prediction.

For short, we respectively denote the corresponding leakage predictions as non pro-
filed, device profiled and key profiled. These contexts will be added to the adversary
descriptions of Section 5 to allow a fair evaluation of side-channel attacks in Section 10.

6.4 Definition of a side-channel adversary

Let fK be a cryptographic primitive (or abstract computer) embedding a secret key K
with security parameter G, i.e. K ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , G − 1}3. Let (fK ,L) be the physical
computer (or implementation) corresponding to the association of the primitive fK

with a leakage function L. We define a side-channel adversary AC
fK ,L(τ, q) with time

complexity τ = τp + τc and q = qp + qc queries to the implementation (fK ,L) in a
certain adversarial context C (that has to be selected from the lists in Sections 5, 6.3)
as a combination of a prediction function P and a distinguisher C.

The prediction function P of the side-channel adversary is a polynomial time func-
tion of the computer’s internal configuration Cα that is used by the distinguisher to
estimate the actual leakages of the target implementation. It may be profiled with
time complexity τp and qp queries to the implementation. The distinguisher of a side-
channel adversary C is a polynomial time algorithm that performs an attack from the
side-channel leakages modeled by the function L and the predictions modeled by the
function P, with time complexity τc and qc queries to the target device.
2 We note that the optimal selection of the points of interest in the curve is as challenging in

multivariate models as it is for univariate ones and remains an open question [5].
3 Typically, G is the guessing parameter of Section 7.1.
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7 Computational restrictions in side-channel attacks

As mentioned in Section 2, a leakage function can be defined quantitatively as follows.
Let S be a secret value contained in a computer’s internal configuration. Before any
side-channel information has been leaked, any adversary would see S distributed ac-
cording to a uniform distribution: S

R←− {0, 1}k. A leakage function is any function
such that the conditional distribution P[S|L(S)] is not uniform anymore. From this
definition, a general and well known observation is that, as far as block ciphers are
concerned, obtaining a plaintext/ciphertext pair is already a very powerful leakage.
Indeed, since for a given ciphertext, there is generally a one-to-one correspondence
between the plaintext and the key, the knowledge of a plaintext/ciphertext pair is gen-
erally equivalent to the knowledge of the key, from an information theoretic point of
view [44]. This simple example already suggests that, similarly to black box security,
computational restrictions have to be imposed to side-channel adversaries in order to
capture the reality of physical implementations.

7.1 Limitations of the memory complexity

As most cryptanalytic techniques, side-channel attacks are based on a divide-and-
conquer strategy in which different (computationally tractable) parts of a secret key
are recovered separately. Looking at the generic attack description of Section 6, it in-
volves that the leakage predictions should only be dependent on a reasonable number
of key bits. Otherwise said, the only signals for which the side-channel information is
exploitable are those for which the corresponding key-dependent predictions can be
stored in memory. For this purpose, we introduce the notion of M -limited adversaries,
i.e. adversaries that are able to store the predictions of up to M candidates for the
target secret signal in a leaking implementation.

For example, looking at the block cipher in Figure 2, assuming 16-bit S-boxes, a 64-
bit diffusion layer, and a known plaintext adversary, it is clear that the signals before
the first diffusion layer (i.e. corresponding to the grey boxes) can be enumerated by
a 216-limited adversary. By opposition, the signals after the diffusion layer cannot
be enumerated anymore, excepted by a (potentially unrealistic) 264 or more limited
adversary [45]. Importantly, this does not mean that the leakages corresponding to
operations after the diffusion layer are not useful. Indeed, there can be dependencies
between operations corresponding to these leakages and enumerable signals.

While the previous computational assumption is important to determine the limits
of what an adversary can achieve, it is not sufficient to compare side-channel attacks.
For example, an adversary could be 216-limited, but decide (for some practical rea-
sons) to target only 8 bits of a secret signal. For this purpose, we additionally define a
G-guessing adversary as an adversary that uses its side-channel leakages to identify a
secret signal that was a priori contained in a set of G uniform candidates.

7.2 Limitations of the time and data complexity

The time and data complexity are integrated in the adversary definition of Section 6.4
and in the following definition of security against side-channel key recovery.
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8 Definition of security against side-channel attacks

As mentioned in Section 5, the adversarial strategy that we consider in this paper cor-
responds to a side-channel key recovery attack that can be formalized as follows.

Let AC
fK ,L(τ, q) be the previously defined side-channel adversary against an imple-

mentation (fK ,L). We consider the following experiment:

Experiment Expsc-kr
fK ,L

K
R←− {0, 1, 2, . . . , G− 1};

K∗ ← AC
fK ,L(τ, q);

if K = K∗ then return 1;
else return 0;

The key recovery advantage of the adversary AC
fK ,L(t, q) is defined as:

Advsc-kr
A (τ, q) = P [Expsc-kr

fK ,L = 1] (1)

For any τ, q, we finally define the key recovery advantage of a cryptographic implemen-
tation (fK ,L) against side-channel adversaries in a given adversarial context as:

Advsc-kr
fK ,L(τ, q) = max

A
{Advsc-kr

A (τ, q)} (2)

Note that the key recovery can be straightforwardly obtained with the hard strategy
of Section 5 (i.e. select only the best classified key) and therefore require no additional
time complexity than the one of the distinguisher. Similarly, a soft strategy can lead to
key recovery by combining the side-channel attack with some additional offline black
box computations (e.g. testing the remaining candidates by executing the algorithm).

9 Evaluation criteria for side-channel attacks

In our theoretical framework, a side-channel attack and its evaluation would typically
take place as as illustrated in Figure 4. On the measurement side, a target device
containing a secret Sg and running a cryptographic primitive (e.g. a block cipher) is
queried with q inputs P1, P2, . . . , Pq and monitored, depending on an adversarial con-
text that has to be clearly defined. On the evaluation side, an adversarial strategy has
turned the leakages into a selection for the target secret signal4. From this description,
there are two natural questions to face in order to quantify the power and efficiency of
such a physical adversary, namely:

1. What is the amount of information provided by the given leakage function?
2. How successfully has the adversary turned this information into a practical attack?

For this purpose, this section describes how to evaluate the effect of physical leakages
with a combination of security and information theoretic measurements.
4 Note that the useful leakages do not mandatorily directly depend on Sg. For example, in

block ciphers implementations, it is usual to exploit the leakages at the output of the S-box
layer for different plaintexts, e.g. L(Yi = S(Pi ⊕ Sg)).
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Fig. 4. Evaluation of a side-channel attack.

9.1 Security measurement: the adversary’s average success rate

The most natural way to assess the performances of a side-channel attack is to evaluate
the probability of success of the adversary specified in Section 5. This metric is in fact
directly inspired from the “zero/one loss” metric that is generally used in statistical
machine learning to characterize Bayesian classification schemes [22]. As a matter of
fact, the side-channel key recovery defined in Section 8 fundamentally corresponds to
a classification problem. More specifically, if we consider an adversary of which the
strategy is to select the best classified key only (i.e. with h = 1, see Section 5), the
success rate can be written as follows.

Let S be a random variable in the discrete domain S denoting the target secret signals
in a side-channel attack. Let Lq

Sg
= L(Sg)q and P q

S = P(S)q be two random vari-
ables respectively denoting the side-channel observations generated by a secret signal
Sg with q queries to the target device and the adversary’s leakage predictions. Let
finally C(Lq

Sg
, P q

S) be the distinguisher used by the adversary to compare the actual
side-channel observations with its guessed predictions. This distinguisher could be a
difference of mean test [25], a correlation test [6], a Bayesian classification [10], or
any other tool, possibly inspired from classical cryptanalysis, e.g. [8, 34, 42]. For each
observation Lq

Sg
, we define the set of keys selected by the adversary as:

Mq
Sg

= {ŝ | ŝ = argmax
S

C(Lq
Sg

, P q
S)},

and the result of the attack with the index matrix:

IqSg,S = 1
|Mq

Sg
| if S ∈ Mq

Sg
, else 0

Then, we define the success rate of the adversary after q queries for a secret signal Sg:

SR(Sg, q) = E
Lq

Sg

IqSg,Sg
, (3)

and the average success rate of the adversary after q queries:

SR(q) = E
Sg

E
Lq

Sg

IqSg,Sg
(4)
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Note that the average success rate obviously not only depends on the number of queries
q but also on the adversary’s time complexity τ that is omitted in the formulas for clar-
ity reasons. As a matter of fact, we have: SR(τ, q) = Advsc-kr

A (τ, q).

Finally, we remark that one can use the complete index matrix to build a confu-
sion matrix Γ q

Sg,S = ELq
Sg

IqSg,S . The previously defined average success rate simply
corresponds to the averaged diagonal of this matrix.

9.2 Information theoretic measurement: the conditional entropy

The previous security metric gives an indication about how successfully a side-channel
adversary with a simple “select the most likely signal” strategy can guess a secret key.
It could be easily extended to soft strategies (where a list of candidates are selected)
by modifying the index matrix. In this section, we define an information theoretic met-
ric (namely the conditional entropy) to combine with the average success rate for the
analysis of side-channel attacks. It can be written as follows.

Let P[S|Lq
Sg

] be the probability vector of the different key candidates S given a leak-
age Lq

Sg
generated by a correct key Sg after q queries to the target device. Similarly

to the confusion matrix of the previous section, we define a conditional entropy matrix
Hq

Sg,S = ELq
Sg
− log2 P[S|Lq

Sg
]. Then, we define the conditional entropy:

H[Sg|Lq
Sg

] = E
Sg

Hq
Sg,Sg

(5)

We note that this definition is equivalent to Shannon’s definition [12]5. We used the
previous notation because it is convenient to consider the conditional entropy matrix.

Finally, we define the leakage matrix corresponding to the entropy reductions: Λq
Sg,S =

H[Sg]−Hq
Sg,S , where H[Sg] is the entropy of the secret values before any side-channel

attack has been performed. It directly yields the mutual information:

I(Sg;L
q
Sg

) = H[Sg]−H[Sg|Lq
Sg

] = E
Sg

Λq
Sg,Sg

(6)

Note that because of its physical nature, a leakage function cannot be easily expressed
as an analytical expression and therefore has to be approximated with the adversary’s
predictions. In practice, a good evaluation of the information leakages is provided by
the use of templates or stochastic models, although it still relies on some hypotheses.
The question of how to best extract the information of a leaking device, i.e. how to
best approximate a leakage function is still open [5, 10, 41].

5
Since: H[Sg|Lq

S ]=
P

L
q
S
P[Lq

S ]
P

Sg
P[Sg|Lq

S ] · − log2(P[Sg|Lq
S ])

=
P

L
q
S
P[Lq

S ]
P

Sg

P[L
q
S
|Sg ]·P[Sg ]

P[L
q
S

]
· − log2(P[Sg|Lq

S ])

=
P

L
q
S

P
Sg

P[Lq
S |Sg] ·P[Sg] · − log2(P[Sg|Lq

S ])

=
P

Sg

P
L

q
S
P[Lq

S |Sg] ·P[Sg] · − log2(P[Sg|Lq
S ])

=
P

Sg
P[Sg]

P
L

q
S
P[Lq

S |Sg] · − log2(P[Sg|Lq
S ]) = ESg Hq

Sg,Sg
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9.3 Combining security and information theoretic measurements

From the previous definitions, it is important to observe that the average success rate
fundamentally describes an adversary and generally has to be computed for differ-
ent number of queries q in order to determine how much observations are required to
perform a successful key recovery. By contrast, the information theoretic metric char-
acterizes a physical computer and is generally evaluated only once, for an arbitrarily
chosen number of queries, in order to determine if there is enough information to mount
an attack and to quantify this information. With this respect, the mutual information
is particularly interesting since it allows to easily detect sound leakage functions, i.e.
leakage functions such that the maximum leakage corresponds to the correct key.

Definition: A leakage function is sound if and only if maxS Λq
Sg,S = Λq

Sg,Sg
, ∀ Sg, q.

If enhanced with a sound leakage function, an adversary allowed to perform unlimited
queries to a target device will recover the correct key with a Bayesian classification,
since the product of all probabilities P[S|Lq

Sg
] will be maximum for the correct key.

The intuition behind the proposed evaluation criteria for side-channel attacks is sum-
marized in Figure 5. As already mentioned, security and information theoretic mea-
surements provide different aspects of a side-channel attack’s efficiency. Namely, the
mutual information measures the average amount of information that is available in
the observations while the average success rate measures how efficiently an actual ad-
versarial strategy can turn this information into a successful key recovery.
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Fig. 5. Summary of side-channel evaluation criteria.

By combining both measurements, one can analyze the the quality of an implemen-
tation as well as the strength of a side-channel adversary. For illustration purposes,
we divided the possible results of a side-channel attack in four intuitive categories
(illustrated in Figure 5). In practice, however, most of the presently investigated im-
plementations fall into the “insecure cryptographic implementation” category and their
respective efficiency has to be quantified numerically. Note that actual implementations
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may differ by their leakage functions, e.g. smart cards and FPGAs have different leak-
age models. They may also differ by the way the abstract computer is divided into
different elementary operations or VTMs, e.g. within the same circuit technology, one
could implement different AES Rijndael cores: loop, unrolled, masked,...

Importantly, these evaluation criteria can be applied to any leakage prediction func-
tion/distinguisher, including univariate and multivariate ones.

9.4 Comparison with black box security

In this section, we briefly illustrate the need of combined metrics for the evaluation of
side-channel attacks by comparing them with black box attacks.

Let us for example consider side-channel attacks and linear cryptanalysis [29]. Looking
at their similarities, one can first observe that both attacks basically include the same
steps. That is, both adversaries are provided with some information (e.g. the black
box or side-channel queries to the primitive and its implementation) and then try to
exploit this information with some distinguisher. Secondly, in both contexts different
distinguishers give rise to different efficiencies. For example, in linear cryptanalysis,
one can use Matsui’s simple counter strategy or more optimal distinguishers (e.g. [23]).
Similarly, side-channel attacks can exploit the leakages with difference of mean tests,
correlation analysis, Bayesian classification, ...

As a consequence, one could evaluate both the linear cryptanalysis and side-channel at-
tacks with a combination of security and information theoretic metrics. The difference
is that, as far as black box attacks are concerned, the number of queries is already a
satisfactory measurement of the amount of information obtained by the adversary. Oth-
erwise said, the relevant information about a black box attack is mainly computational
(measured with the adversary’s advantage). By contrast, in side-channel attacks, for a
similar number of queries q, the amount of information obtained by the adversary can
vary for different implementations. Therefore, both the security and the information
leakages of an implementation have to be measured carefully in this context.

10 Evaluation methodology

Figure 6 summarizes our evaluation methodology for side-channel attacks. It holds in
five steps that we detail carefully in this section.

1. We define the target implementation as modeled by Micali and Reyzin. That is, we
define the combination of an abstract computer and a leakage function. In practice,
the target implementation is a physical object, e.g. a smart card, FPGA or ASIC
running some cryptographic primitive.

2. We define the target secret Sg for the side-channel attack. It involves a specification
of the guessing parameter G, defined in Section 7.1.

3. Once the target has been specified, we answer the first question in our evaluation,
namely: “What is the amount of information contained in the physical observations
obtained from a leaking device?”. For this purpose, we use the mutual information.
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As already mentioned in Section 9.2, we are theoretically interested in the informa-
tion content of the leakage function but in practice, it can only be approximated
with a good prediction function, e.g. based on template-like techniques.

4. Before the security evaluation of the cryptographic implementation, we define the
adversary, including the adversarial context and strategy as well as a side-channel
distinguisher and a prediction function.

5. We finally answer the second question in our evaluation, namely: “How successfully
can an adversary turn this information into a practical attack?”. For this purpose,
we use the advantage of the side-channel key recovery adversary of Section 9.1.
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Fig. 6. Evaluation methodology for side-channel attacks.
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Figure 6 typically indicates that the information theoretic metric can be used to dis-
criminate different implementations, while the security metric is rather useful to dis-
criminate different adversaries, for a given implementation.

Additionally to these evaluation criteria, it is often interesting to define a Signal-to-
Noise Ratio (SNR) in order to determine the fraction of useful signal in the side-channel
observations. For example, an SNR was defined in [26] as the ratio between the leak-
age (e.g. the power consumption) caused by the attacked intermediate result S in an
implementation and the additive noise. Although such an SNR may be independent
of the previously discussed information and security issues in certain contexts (e.g. in
Appendix A), it can be used to plot the information theoretic and security evaluation
metrics with its respect. Note that the useful signal may be difficult to define, e.g. for
multivariate leakage predictions and in the latter case, it can simply be normalized so
that the SNR remains useful to determine the amount of noise in the observations.

Another important remark is that, as any statistical evaluation of security, the rel-
evance of the previous investigations depends on the variance of the estimated parame-
ters. High variances over the leakages typically indicate a possibility to take advantage
of an adaptive context, by forcing worst case leakages. High variances over the secret
signals rather indicate that certain keys are more difficult to identify than others.

Some previous metrics for analyzing side-channel attacks are discussed in appendix B.

11 Side-channel attacks tradeoffs

From a theoretical point of view, the previously introduced model finally allows the
discussion of the fundamental tradeoffs a side-channel adversary has to face, namely
“flexibility vs. efficiency” and “information vs. computation”.

The flexibility vs. efficiency tradeoff typically relates to the adversarial context consid-
ered. As a matter of fact, an adaptive adversary using a key-profiled leakage prediction
function will generally recover (much) more information from side-channel measure-
ments than a non-adaptive one, using a non profiled leakage prediction. However,
simpler models do not only involve a sub-optimal information extraction from side-
channel traces. They may also be more easily reproducible to different devices. As a
typical example, a DPA only assumes that somewhere in a physical observation, the
leakage will depend on a single bit value. The simplicity of this assumption made it
straightforwardly applicable to a wide range of devices, without any adaptation. Corre-
lation attacks [6], template attacks [10] multi-channel attacks [2] or stochastic models
[41] are trading some of this flexibility for a more efficient information extraction.

The information vs. computation tradeoff rather relates to the adversarial strategy
considered. As a matter of fact, for comparable amounts of side-channel queries q, a
soft strategy trying to extract a list of key candidates including the correct one will gen-
erally have a higher success rate than a hard strategy, trying to extract the correct key
value only. However, if this list of candidates can be tested with some computational
power, it can be turned into a successful key recovery. That is, a lack of information
can be overcome by an more computationally intensive adversarial strategy.
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12 Conclusions and open problems

A formal practice-oriented model for the analysis of cryptographic implementations
against side-channel attacks is introduced as a specialization of Micali and Reyzin’s
“physically observable cryptography” paradigm [33]. It is based on a theoretical frame-
work in which the effect of practically relevant leakage functions is evaluated with a
combination of security and information theoretic measurements. The model allows,
both, the practical comparison of actual side-channel attacks and the analysis and un-
derstanding of the underlying mechanisms in physically observable cryptography.

Open problems include the evaluation of actual side-channel attacks and counter-
measures within the model in different implementation contexts, in particular those
for which the security evaluation remains an open question, e.g. dual rail pre-charge
logic styles. The design of cryptographic primitives with provable security against side-
channel key recovery is another scope for research. Importantly, proving the security
of an implementation would require to consider the side-channel advantage of this im-
plementation over all possible adversaries (including the side-channel distinguisher and
the prediction function). It leads to the additional following practical open questions:
“What is the best way to approximate a leakage function?” and “how to best exploit
it?” [5, 10, 19, 41]. Finally, the study of stronger security notions than side-channel key
recovery (e.g. indistinguishability) and the extension to other physical adversaries (e.g.
fault-based) are a third direction for further investigations.
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A Limitations of the Signal to Noise Ratio

The aim of the signal to noise ratio is to determine the fraction of useful signal in
an implementation, no matter if it contains information. For example, an SNR was
defined in [26] as the ratio between the leakage (e.g. the power consumption) caused
by the attacked intermediate result S in an implementation and the additive noise N .
It was initially introduced to measure the efficiency of side-channel attacks using the
correlation coefficient. Since DC components are not relevant for the computation of
this coefficient, only the variance of the signals were considered in the definition:

SNR =
σ2(L(S))
σ2(N)

(7)

We illustrate this definition with the left implementation of Figure 7, in a Hamming
weight leakage model. For simplicity, we assume that only the values outside the grey
box are leaking. The figure illustrates a context where an adversary targets a b-bit S-box
that is affected by 3b random bits of noise. It typically corresponds to a side-channel
attack against a block cipher where the adversary targets one S-box out of four, e.g. as
in [46]. Consequently, the outputs of the un-targeted S-boxes produce what is usually
referred to as algorithmic noise, approximated by the random bits r1, r2, r3. Since we
consider a Hamming weight model, the variances of the leakages are easily calculated.
Namely the mean Hamming weigh of an n-bit random value is n/2 and its variance
n/4. Therefore, the SNR of the example in Figure 7 is worth b/4

3b/4 = 1
3 .
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Fig. 7. Illustrative implementation with SNR=1/3.

We can easily observe that this SNR is not an information theoretic metric nor a
security metric in itself with the following example. Let us consider the right scheme
of Figure 7 in the Hamming distance leakage model. Clearly, the SNR of this example
is again 1

3 while it does not leak any key information. Indeed WH(P1 ⊕K ⊕ P2 ⊕K)
does not depend on the key. In general, the implementation SNR is independent of the
leakage function and statistical tool used by the adversary.
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B Discussion of some previous evaluation metrics

This appendix briefly discusses the relevance of our introduced metrics with respect to
some commonly accepted solutions for the analysis of side-channel attacks. Looking at
the following discussion, an important observation is that these tools (1) generally fail
to allow a unifying view of all side-channel attacks; (2) usually neglect the information
issues and mainly focus on security. This does not mean that such metrics are not
meaningful in the context in which they were introduced but justifies the need of new
evaluation criteria, as the following examples underline.

SNR + correlation coefficient: in [26], it is suggested to relate the previously
defined SNR with some statistical tool, e.g. the correlation coefficient and to determine
the relation between them. However, different statistical tools may evolve differently in
function of the SNR. For example, the correlation coefficient only depends on the signal
variances while different statistical tools (e.g. Bayesian classification) take advantage
of all the information contained in the leakages probability density functions [11, 36].
This prevents this solution from serving as a good security metric.

Messerges’s attack SNR: in [32], Messerges suggested to define an attack SNR in
order to characterize a DPA based on a difference of mean test. In general, if we define
the random variable ∆g to represent the difference between two mean leakage traces
for a good key candidate and the random variable ∆w to represent the same statistic
for a wrong key candidate, the attack SNR can be written as:

SNR∆ =
E(∆g)−E(∆w)

σ2(∆)

From a theoretical point of view, such an attack SNR could be used as a security metric
to analyze side-channel attacks since is could be similarly defined for any statistical
tool, e.g. correlation attacks:

SNRρ =
E(ρg)−E(ρw)

σ2(ρ)

It could even be extended to Bayesian classification based attacks:

SNRP[S|O] =
E(P[Sg|O])−E(P[Sw|O])

σ2(P[S|O])

Intuitively, an attack SNR determines how precisely an adversary knows some statis-
tic while the attack success rate rather determines how some statistic has turned the
available information into a successful key recovery. We selected the success rate as a
security metric because of its clear relation with our formal definition of security.
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